An Interactive Personal/Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) reservation system, and a reservation plan management method and device are provided. A reservation server receives a reservation plan addition request initiated by a DVR set top box, wherein the reservation plan addition request carries a reservation plan to be added; the reservation server obtains from the shared storage server an added reservation plan which corresponds to the DVR set top box and has been added by a user; and the reservation server performs a conflict processing on the reservation plan to be added, when determining that the reservation plan to be added exceeds a recording ability of the DVR set top box according to the obtained added reservation plan. Accordingly, a problem in the related art that the load of a reservation server is too heavy and a failure processing ability of a system is relatively weak is solved, the load of the reservation server is reduced, and the failure processing ability is improved.
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INTERACTIVE PERSONAL/INTERNET PROTOCOL TELEVISION RESERVATION SYSTEM, RESERVATION PLAN MANAGEMENT METHOD AND DEVICE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to a telecommunication field, and particularly relates to an Internet Protocol (IP) reservation system, and a reservation plan management method and device.

BACKGROUND

IP TV is a cable television network technology using broadband, which is a new technology combining internet, multimedia, communication and other technologies, and provides families with multiple kinds of interactive services including digital television. A reservation plan is referred to a task which records a program assigned by a user within a record time set by an IPTV user. However, since there is a limit to a Central Processing Unit (CPU) of a set top box, a memory processing ability and broadband, thus users cannot add reservation plans unlimitedly in the same time interval. For example, when a reservation plan of a user is added to a certain extent, there may exist a conflict between a newly-added reservation plan and a previous reservation plan, thus probably resulting in that the set top box cannot complete all reservation plans due to lack of record ability.

Currently, the management of reservation plans is performed in a reservation server, resulting in a heavy load of the reservation server; and at the same time, since the reservation server also needs to allocate resources to store the reservation plans, the ability of the reservation server to process the reservation plans is reduced.

Furthermore, since each reservation server only stores the reservation plans corresponding to the reservation server itself, when a certain reservation server fails, other reservation servers cannot manage the reservation plans corresponding to this failed reservation server, and thus the user corresponding to this failed reservation server cannot add the reservation plans.

At present, there is no effective solution to solve the problem that the heavy load of a reservation server results in a low performance and a weak ability of an IP television reservation system to process the failed reservation server.

SUMMARY

The embodiments of the disclosure provide an IP television reservation system and a reservation plan management method and device, so as to at least solve a technical problem that in the related art, the load of a reservation server is too heavy and the ability of system to process a failure is relatively low.

According to an aspect of the embodiments of the disclosure, an IP television reservation system is provided, which includes a Digital Video Recorder (DVR) set top box, at least two reservation servers, a shared storage server, and an IP television service system database; wherein the DVR set top box is configured to initiate a reservation plan addition request, and the reservation plan addition request carries a reservation plan to be added; the reservation server each is connected with the DVR set top box, and is configured to obtain an added reservation plan which corresponds to the DVR set top box and has been added by a user, from the shared storage server, and to perform a conflict processing on the reservation plan to be added when determining that the reservation plan to be added exceeds a recording ability of the DVR set top box according to the obtained added reservation plan; and the shared storage server is connected to the reservation servers, and is configured to store the added reservation plan which corresponds to the DVR set top box and has been added by the user.

Preferably, the system may further include:
an IPTV service system database, connected with the shared storage server, and configured to store reservation plan data information and/or time stamp data synchronized to local by the shared storage server.

According to another aspect of the embodiment of the disclosure, a reservation plan management method is provided, which includes that a reservation server receives a reservation plan addition request initiated by a Digital Video Recorder (DVR) set top box, wherein the reservation plan addition request carries a reservation plan to be added; the reservation server obtains from a shared storage server an added reservation plan which corresponds to the DVR set top box and has been added by a user, and the reservation server performs a conflict processing on the reservation plan to be added, when the reservation server determines that the reservation plan to be added exceeds a recording ability of the DVR set top box according to the obtained added reservation plan.

Preferably, the method may further include that after the reservation server receives the reservation plan addition request initiated by the DVR set top box and determines that a time difference between current time and completion time of the reservation plan to be added is smaller than a predetermined threshold, the reservation server notifies the DVR set top box of that the reservation plan to be added is not allowed to be added.

Preferably, the step of the reservation server determining that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box according to the obtained added reservation plan may include that:

- the reservation server determines an added reservation plan which involves a recording time coinciding with a recording time of the reservation plan to be added; and
- the reservation server determines that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box, after the reservation server determines, according to the coincident added reservation plan, that the reservation plan to be added will exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box if the reservation plan to be added is added.

Preferably, the step of the reservation server performing the conflict processing on the reservation plan to be added may include that the reservation server obtains a set of reservation plans which make the reservation plan to be added exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box, in the coincident reservation plans; the reservation server determines a priority order between each reservation plan in the set of the reservation plans and the reservation to be added; and when priority of the reservation plan to be added is higher than that of one or more reservation plans in the set of the reservation plans, the reservation server adds the reservation plan to be added, and deletes reservation plans having the lowest priority one by one in sequence in the set of the reservation plans, until the reservation plan to be added does not exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box.

Preferably, the reservation server determines a priority order between each reservation plan in the set of the reser-
reservation plans and the reservation plan to be added in accordance with at least one of the following rules:

the priority of a reservation plan of episodes is higher than the priority of a reservation plan of series; and
the priority of a reservation plan of an episode which is set earlier is higher than the priority of a reservation plan of an episode which is set later.

Preferably, the method may further include that after the reservation server adds the reservation plan to be added, the reservation server generates corresponding reservation plan data information and/or time stamp data according to the newly added reservation plan, and synchronizes the generated reservation plan data information and/or the time stamp data to the shared storage server, wherein the time stamp data contains time indicating addition of the reservation plan.

Preferably, the method may further include that after the reservation server synchronizes the generated reservation plan data information and/or the time stamp data to the shared storage server, the shared storage server synchronizes the reservation plan data information and/or the time stamp data to an IPTV service system database.

Preferably, the reservation plan to be added may include a reservation plan of an episode.

Preferably, the method may further include that after the reservation server receives the reservation plan addition request initiated by the DVR set top box, the reservation server selects a reservation server which does not fail currently to respond to the reservation plan addition request according to loads of reservation servers which do not fail currently.

According to another aspect of the embodiments of the disclosure, a reservation server is provided, which includes:

- a receiving unit, configured to receive a reservation plan addition request initiated by a DVR set top box, wherein the reservation plan addition request carries a reservation plan to be added;
- an obtaining unit, configured to obtain an added reservation plan which corresponds to the DVR set top box and has been added by a user, from a shared storage server;
- a determining unit, configured to trigger a conflict processing unit when determining the reservation plan to be added exceeds a recording ability of the DVR set top box according to the obtained added reservation plan; and
- the conflict processing unit, configured to perform a conflict processing on the reservation plan to be added.

Preferably, the determining unit may include a first determining sub-unit, configured to trigger a second determining sub-unit, when determining that a time difference between current time and completion time of the reservation plan to be added is smaller than a predetermined threshold; and the second determining sub-unit, configured to notify the DVR set top box of that the reservation plan to be added is not allowed to be added.

Preferably, the determination unit may include a third determining sub-unit configured to determine an added reservation plan which involves a recording time coinciding with that of the reservation plan to be added; and a forth determining sub-unit configured to determine that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box after determining, according to the coincident added reservation plan, that the reservation plan to be added will exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box if the reservation plan to be added is added.

Preferably, the conflict processing unit may include a first processing sub-unit configured to determine a set of reservation plans which make the reservation plan to be added exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box, in the coincident reservation plans; a second processing sub-unit configured to determine a priority order between each reservation plan in the set of the reservation plans and the reservation plan to be added; and a third processing sub-unit configured to, when the priority of the reservation plan to be added is higher than that of one or more reservation plans in the set of the reservation plans, add the reservation plan to be added, and delete reservation plans having the lowest priority one by one in sequence in the set of the reservation plans until the reservation plan to be added does not exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box.

In the embodiments of the disclosure, the shared storage server stores reservation plan of users; thus when a reservation plan needs to be added, the reservation server obtains the reservation plan of the corresponding user from the shared storage server, and then performs a conflict processing. Multiple reservation servers in the IPTV reservation system may logically be taken as one reservation server for use; even if a certain reservation server fails, the user carried by the failed reservation server may also be transferred to other reservation servers for processing, thus ensuring effective processing of the reservation plans and resource sharing, and solving the problem in the related art that the reservation plans of users are all stored in a reservation server, resulting in a relatively heavy load of the reservation server. Moreover, since the reservation plans are stored in the shared storage server, thus the reservation plans may be shared between the reservation servers, in this way, when one reservation server fails, the service carried by the failed reservation server may be transferred to other reservation servers for processing, thus improving the failure processing ability of the IPTV reservation system, and reducing the loads of the reservation servers.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 is a preferred structural diagram of an IPTV reservation system according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 2 is a preferred flowchart of a reservation plan management method according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 3 is another preferred flowchart of the reservation plan management method according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 4 is another preferred flowchart of the reservation plan management method according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 5 is a preferred structural block diagram of a reservation server according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 6 is a preferred structural block diagram of the determining unit in the reservation server according to an embodiment of the disclosure;

FIG. 7 is a preferred structural block diagram of the processing unit in the reservation server according to an embodiment of the disclosure; and

FIG. 8 is an interaction flowchart of the reservation plan management method according to an embodiment of the disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

Detailed explanation will be given below with reference to appended drawings in combination with the embodiments. It should be noted that the embodiments described...
below and features in the embodiments may be combined with each other if no conflict.

As shown in FIG. 1, an embodiment of the disclosure provides a preferred IPTV reservation system, and this system includes a DVR set top box (wherein the DVR set top box is a set top box having a local digital video recording function), at least two reservation servers, a shared storage server, and an IPTV service system database. These devices are described in detail below:

1) the DVR set top box is configured to initiate a reservation plan addition request, wherein the reservation plan addition request carries a reservation plan to be added; a reservation plan is referred to a task of recording an assigned program within the recording time set by an IPTV user, namely the user may set a reservation plan for a program through the DVR set top box; when it is time to play the program for which the reservation plan is set, the DVR set top box records this program;

2) at least two reservation servers are connected with the DVR set top box and are configured to generate reservation plans of the user according to the reservation plan addition request; preferably, the IPTV reservation system may have multiple DVR set top boxes, but the number of reservation servers is generally much smaller than the number of DVR set top boxes; therefore, one reservation server may manage and control the reservation plans of multiple DVR set top boxes; the reservation plans added by the user are added and managed through the reservation servers connected with the DVR set top boxes, the reservation plans are generated by the reservation servers and sent to the DVR set top boxes;

3) the shared storage server is connected with multiple reservation servers, and is configured to store the reservation plans of the user; in this preferred embodiment, the shared storage server is set in the IPTV reservation system to store the reservation plans of all users, namely the reservation plans generated by each reservation server should be stored in the shared storage server, correspondingly, when a reservation server needs to obtain the reservation plans which have been added by a certain user, the reservation plans may be obtained from the shared storage server, thus making all reservation servers in the IPTV reservation system capable of accessing data of the reservation plans in the shared storage server, and making the shared storage server capable of using Dentry cache (Deache) technology, and further improving a response performance. In this way, multiple reservation servers in the IPTV reservation system may be logically taken as one reservation server for use; even if a certain reservation server fails, the user carried by the reservation server may be transferred to other reservation servers for processing, thus ensuring effective processing of the reservation plan and resource sharing; storing the reservation plans of the user in the shared storage server reduces the load of the reservation server to a certain extent;

4) the IPTV service system database is connected with the shared storage server, and is configured to store the reservation plans of the user which are synchronized by the shared storage server.

Based on the IPTV reservation system shown in FIG. 1, another embodiment of the disclosure provides a preferred reservation plan management method, as shown in FIG. 2, which includes the following steps:

Step S201: the reservation server receives a reservation plan addition request initiated by a DVR set top box, wherein the reservation plan addition request carries a reservation plan to be added;

Step S202: the reservation server obtains from a shared storage server a reservation plan which corresponds to this DVR set top box and has been added by the user; and

Step S203: when determining that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box according to the obtained added reservation plan, the reservation server performs a conflict processing on the reservation plan to be added.

In the above preferred embodiment, the reservation plan of the user is stored in the shared storage server, thus when the reservation plan needs to be added, the reservation server obtains the reservation plan of the user from the shared storage server, and then performs a conflict processing, which reduces the load of the reservation server, and solves the problem that in the related art the reservation plans of the user are all stored in a reservation server, resulting in the relatively heavy load of the reservation server; multiple reservation servers in the IPTV reservation system may logically be taken as one reservation server for use; even if a certain reservation server fails, the user carried by the reservation server may be transferred to other reservation servers for processing, which prevents the problem that in the related art the reservation plans are all stored in a reservation server and service transfer among multiple reservation servers cannot be performed, and improves the failure processing ability of the IPTV reservation system.

Considering that addition of a reservation plan by a user is relatively late sometimes, namely probably the recording completion time of a program corresponding to a certain reservation plan is very close to current time, in a word, the program which the user excepts to record is almost over, at which moment, adding a reservation plan for this program does not make any sense; in this case, in order to reduce occupation of system resources, the DVR set top box may be notified of that the program corresponding to this added reservation plan cannot be recorded. In a preferred embodiment, after the reservation server receives the reservation plan addition request initiated by the DVR set top box, as shown in FIG. 3, the method may further include:

Step S301: the reservation server judges whether the time difference between the current time and the completion time of the reservation plan to be added is smaller than a predetermined threshold or not;

Step S302: if smaller, then the reservation server notifies the DVR set top box that this reservation plan to be added cannot be added. For example, if the program requested by this reservation plan to be recorded will be over after two minutes, then the user may be notified of that this program will be ended soon, and therefore this reservation plan cannot be added.

With regard to the above Step S203, the number of programs allowed to be simultaneously recorded by a general set top box is certainly limited because of limitation of the memory or storing ability of the general set top box. For example, probably only three programs can be recorded at the same time. Therefore, when determining that a reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box, the added reservation plan which involves a recording time coinciding with that of the program corresponding to the reservation plan to be added can be determined; in a preferred embodiment, implementation can be performed in the following way: the reservation server determines the obtained added reservation plan which has a recording time coinciding with that of the reservation plan to be added; the reservation server determines that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box after the reservation server determines,
according to the coincident added reservation plan, that the reservation plan to be added will exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box if the reservation plan to be added is added.

After obtaining the corresponding coincident added reservation plan, the conflict processing may be performed in the way as shown in FIG. 4, which includes the following steps:

Step S401: the reservation server obtains a set of reservation plans which make the reservation plan to be added exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box, in the coincident added reservation plans;

Step S402: the reservation server determines a priority order between each reservation plan in the set of the reservation plans and the reservation plan to be added;

Step S403: when the priority of the reservation plan to be added is higher than that of one or more reservation plans in the set of the reservation plans, the reservation server adds the reservation plan to be added, and deletes one by one in sequence the reservation plans having the lowest priority in the set of the reservation plans, until the reservation plan to be added does not exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box.

The set of the reservation plans may be the reservation plans coincided in different time intervals, for example, the reservation plan to be added is 13:00 to 15:00, probably three reservation plans coincide with the reservation plan to be added between 13:00 and 13:30, and four reservation plans coincide with the reservation plan to be added between 14:15 and 14:30. Then the three reservation plans between 13:00 and 13:30 are taken as a set of reservation plans, and the four reservation plans between 14:15 and 14:30 are taken as another set of reservation plans.

In a preferred embodiment, considering that sometimes when a user adds a reservation plan, the recording time of an episode coincides with that of series (including TV serials), namely when a conflict emerges, probably the user further hopes to record this episode. In order to improve user experience, in a preferred embodiment, whether the priority is high or low is determined by at least one of the following ways:

1) the priority of a reservation plan of episodes is higher than the priority of a reservation plan of series; and

2) the priority of a reservation plan of an episode which is set earlier is higher than the priority of a reservation plan of an episode which is set later.

However, the above two priority judging ways are only two preferred embodiments, in the embodiment of the disclosure other priority rules may also be set according to a requirement of a user or a bearing capability of a system; for example, the priority may be set in accordance with a time length of a program, and etc.

In order to store a newest reservation plan of a user in the shared storage server, in one preferred embodiment, after the reservation plan to be added is added, the reservation server generates corresponding reservation plan data information and/or time stamp data according the newly added reservation plan, and synchronizes the same to the shared storage server, wherein the time stamp data include the time indicating addition of the reservation plan. After the time stamp data is updated, a time point for updating this reservation plan can be known, thus facilitating subsequent processing.

All the above information needs backup in the IPTV service system database to be uniformly managed. In this way, even if the shared storage server fails, the corresponding reservation plan information still can be obtained from the IPTV service system database. In a preferred embodiment, after the reservation server generates the corresponding reservation plan data information and/or time stamp data according to the newly added reservation plan and stores the same in the shared storage server, the shared storage server synchronizes the reservation plan data information and/or time stamp data to the IPTV service system database.

In each preferred embodiment above, what the reservation plan to be added requires to add includes an episode.

In order to effectively handle a failure, that is when one reservation server fails, the reservation plans of a user which correspond to the failed reservation server can be performed normally, the reservation server which has relatively low load or which does not have enough workload is selected from other reservation servers to carry the service of this failed reservation server. Of course, the service of the reservation server which fails may be distributed to each reservation server which is in a good state at present. In a preferred embodiment, if the reservation server corresponding to the DVR set top box fails, then a reservation server is selected from the reservation servers which never fail in accordance with a load situation to process the reservation plan addition request.

In this embodiment, a reservation server is also provided, and the reservation server is configured to implement the above embodiment and the preferred implementation modes, so repeated description will not be given again. As mentioned below, the term “unit” or “sub-unit” may be a combination of software and/or hardware for implementing a predetermined function; although a device described in the following embodiment is preferably implemented by software, it is also possible and conceivable to implement the device by hardware or the combination of software and hardware. FIG. 5 is a preferred structural block diagram of a reservation server according to an embodiment of the disclosure, as shown in FIG. 5, the reservation server includes a receiving unit 501, an obtaining unit 502, a determining unit 503, and a conflict processing unit 504. The structure is explained below:

1) the receiving unit 501 is configured to receive a reservation plan addition request initiated by a DVR set top box, wherein the reservation plan addition request carries a reservation plan to be added;

2) the obtaining unit 502 coupled with the receiving unit 502, is configured to obtain an added reservation plan which corresponds to the DVR set top box and has been added by a user, from a shared storage server;

3) the determining unit 503 coupled with the obtaining unit 502, is configured to trigger the conflict processing unit 504 when determining that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box, according to the obtained added reservation plan; and

4) the conflict processing unit 504 coupled with the determining unit 503, is configured to perform a conflict processing on the reservation plan to be added.

In a preferred implementation mode, as shown in FIG. 6, the determining unit 503 includes:

a first determining sub-unit 601, configured to trigger a second determining sub-unit 602 when determining that the time difference between the current time and the complete time of the reservation plan to be added is smaller than a predetermined threshold;

the second determining sub-unit 602, configured to notify the DVR set top box of that the reservation plan to be added cannot be added;
a third determining sub-unit 603, configured to, determine an added reservation plan which involves the recording time coinciding with the recording time of the reservation plan to be added, and

a forth determining sub-unit 604, configured to determine that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box, after determining, according to the coincident added reservation plan, that the reservation plan to be added will exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box if the reservation plan to be added is added.

In a preferred implementation mode, as shown in FIG. 7, the conflict processing unit 504 includes:

a first processing sub-unit 701, configured to determine a set of reservation plans which make the reservation plan to be added exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box, in the coincident reservation plans;

a second processing sub-unit 702, configured to determine a priority order between each reservation plan in the set of the reservation plans and the reservation plan to be added; and

a third processing sub-unit 703, configured to, when the priority of the reservation plan to be added is higher than that of one or more reservation plans in the set of the reservation plans, add the reservation plan to be added, and delete the reservation plans having the lowest priority in the set of the reservation plans one by one in sequence, until the reservation plan to be added does not exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box.

Each unit of the IPTV reservation system shown in FIG. 1 is further described in details.

The reservation server may logically be taken as an independent system, and may be deployed separately from the IPTV service system. Interaction is performed between the reservation server and the IPTV service system through a standard interface. The reservation server is mainly responsible for managing reservation plans or processing affairs related to recording, which mainly includes the following contents:

1) conflict processing when user’s reservation plans have a conflict;

2) management of user’s reservation plans;

3) synchronization of reservation plans to a DVR set top box;

4) management of a priority list of series; and

5) maintenance of home DVR information and user information.

The DVR set top box is a set top box having a local recording function, and the set top box is divided into a service layer and a support layer, wherein

the service layer is template+script language (JS, JavaScript), and is configured to provide a page display function such as reservation plan management, recorded file management, and the like; and

the support layer is configured to provide scheduled recording of reservation plan and maintenance of a recorded file. However, because limitation of a factor, such as, the number of reservation plans which can be simultaneously executed by a DVR set top box is limited due to limitation of the Centre Processing Unit (CPU), memory and bandwidth of the DVR set top box and other limitation factors. For example, only the programs corresponding to three reservation plans can be recorded, these three reservation plans may be identified as the recording ability.

Generally, there are two types of IPTV programs, namely episodes and series. When the recording time of reservation plans coincides, the reservation server needs to perform a conflict processing in accordance with a certain priority rule; preferably the priority rule for the conflict processing includes at least one of the followings:

1) the priority of the reservation plan of episodes is higher than priority of the reservation plan of series;

2) between the episodes, the priority of a reservation plan of an episode which is set earlier is higher than the priority of a reservation plan of an episode which is set later.

3) between the series, judgment may be made according to a priority list preset by the system; between the episodes of the same series, processing may be performed in accordance with the above priority rule of the reservation plans of the episodes.

The shared storage server is configured to store reservation plans of a user, enabling all reservation servers to form an entity logically, and effectivity achieving load balance and prompt processing of failures.

The management of reservation plans based on the above IPTV reservation system may be performed in accordance with a procedure below, which includes:

Step S1: supposing that a current reservation plan is recording an episode P0, the reservation server performs a conflict processing by taking current episode time as reference:

Step S2: if the interval between the current time and the ending time of the program is two minutes, then a prompt that “This program is ended, and cannot be recorded” is directly returned, namely the user is directly notified of that this program is almost over and cannot be recorded; and

Step S3: otherwise, the reservation server begins to process a conflict, wherein the conflict means that there is an added reservation plan which involves a recording time coinciding with that of the episode P0, and if the reservation plan of the episode P0 is added, the coincident added reservation plan will make the reservation plan of the episode P0 exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box. If there is no added reservation plan which involves a recording time coinciding with that of the episode P0, or if after the reservation plan of the episode P0 is added, the coincident added reservation plan fails to make the reservation plan of the episode P0 exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box, then the reservation plan of the episode P0 is directly added.

The conflict processing is explained below by taking an example:

supposing that after the reservation server adds the reservation plan of the episode P0, there are five sets of reservation plans which make the reservation plan of P0 exceed the recording ability of the DVR in the added reservation plans, namely (P1, P2, P3, P4), (S1EP1, P5, S2EP1, S3EP1), (P6, S1EP2, S2EP2, S3EP1), (P7, P8), and (P9, S1EP3). Px represents an episode ProgramX, and SxEPy represents EpisodeY of SeriesX.

Supposing that a priority order of the reservation plans of current series is (S1, S2, S3), namely the priority of S1 is the highest, S3 is the lowest, a setting time sequence of the reservation plans of episodes is (P1, P2, P3, . . . , P9), namely the priority of P1 is the highest, and the priority of P9 the lowest.

Based on the above rule, the priority order of the five sets may be determined like this:

(1) the priority order of (P1, P2, P3, P4) is (P1, P2, P3, P4);

(2) the priority order of (S1EP1, P5, S2EP1, S3EP1) is (P5, S1EP1, S2EP1, S3EP1);

(3) the priority order of (P6, S1EP2, S2EP2, S3EP1) is (P6, S1EP2, S2EP2, S3EP1);
(4) the priority order of (P7, P8) is (P7, P8); and
(5) the priority order of (P9, S1EP3) is (P9, S1EP3).

With regard to sorted five sets, the conflict processing is separately performed on each set. Supposing the recording ability of the current DVR set top box is four, namely the DVR set top box can simultaneously process reservation plans of four programs; four reservation plans has existed in the sets (P1, P2, P3, P4), (S1EP1, P5, S2EP1, S3EP1), and (P6, S1EP2, S2EP2, S3EP1, S3EP2), thus if the reservation plan of the episode P0 is added in the set (P1, P2, P3, P4), (S1EP1, P5, S2EP1, S3EP1), or (P6, S1EP2, S2EP2, S3EP1, S3EP2), then the reservation plan of the episode P0 will exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box; supposing that the reservation plan of the episode P0 needs to be added in the set (S1 EP1, P5, S2EP1, S3EP1), if the reservation plan (supposed to be S3EP1) of which the priority is lower than that of P0 exists in the set (S1 EP1, P5, S2EP1, S3EP1), then the reservation plan of S3EP1 is deleted and the reservation plan of the episode P0 is added.

Preferably, when prompting to process a conflict between reservation plans, the conflict may be handled by the following way: providing two operation buttons, namely “Record” and “Don’t record”, at the lowest place of a set top box page, wherein

“Record” represents recording an episode; if the user selects to record the episode, a processing mechanism of the reservation server is checking a set of the reservation plans which have been added and make the reservation plan of the episode exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box, and if the set is reservation plans of episodes, then deleting the reservation plan of the episode, and if the set is reservation plans of series, then identifying the reservation plan as “Don’t record”, and then adding the reservation plan of the episode, and notifying the DVR set top box to update the reservation plans.

“Don’t record” represents not recording the episode; if the user selects not to record the episode, then the reservation server does not perform processing.

Through the above implementation modes, an IPTV user may process a conflict effectively when adding an episode reservation plan, to determine whether this reservation plan can be added or not.

As shown in FIG. 8, an embodiment also provides a preferred implementation mode to further explain the disclosure, but it should be noted that this preferred implementation mode is only to better describe the disclosure and does not construct improper limitation to the disclosure. The implementation mode includes the following steps:

Step S801: when a user adds an episode reservation plan on a template, a set top box transmits a request for addition of the episode reservation plan to a reservation server;

Step S802: the reservation server obtains a reservation plan list of the user according to data and time of the newly added reservation plan;

Step S803: the reservation server determines a reservation plan which conflicts with this newly added reservation plan;

Step S804: if no conflict reservation plan exists, then the reservation server directly adds the reservation plan, the reservation server updates the reservation plan data of the user and the updating time stamp data of user reservation plans in the shared storage server, and records an updating record of the user, to regularly synchronize the reservation plan of the user to the database of the IPTV service system;

Step S805: if a conflict reservation plan exists, then the reservation server temporarily stores the newly added reservation plan and the conflict reservation plan in the shared storage server, and then returns a conflict result and a conflict list to the set top box;

Step S806: the set top box displays the conflict information to the user, thus the user can select to record or not to record this newly added reservation plan;

Step S807: if the user selects no to record, then the reservation server clears the cached newly added reservation plan;

Step S808: if the user selects to record, then the reservation server obtains from the shared storage server the reservation plan information in a temporary cache and the actual reservation plan of the user, and adds this newly added reservation plan. The reservation server updates the reservation plan data of the user and the updating time stamp data of the user reservation plan in the shared storage server, and records the updating record of the user, thus regularly synchronizing the reservation plan of the user to the IPTV service system database; and

Step S809: the reservation server returns a reservation conflict processing result, if processing is successful, then a set top box interface is employed to notify the DVR set top box to update the reservation plan.

In another embodiment, software is provided, which is designed to execute the technical scheme in the above embodiment and the preferred implementation modes.

In still another embodiment, a storage medium is provided, which stores the above software; the storage medium includes but not is limited to: an optical disk, a floppy disk, a hard disk, an erasable memory, and etc.

It can be seen from the above description that the disclosure implements the following technical effects: a shared storage server stores reservation plans of users, thus when a reservation plan needs to be added, a reservation server obtains the reservation plans of a corresponding user from the shared storage server, and then performs a conflict processing, thereby reducing the load of the reservation server, solving the problem in the related art that the reservation plans of the users are all stored in a corresponding reservation server which results in the relatively heavy load of the reservation server; multiple reservation servers in an IPTV reservation system may logically be taken as a reservation server for use, even if a certain reservation server fails, a user carried by the failed reservation server may be transferred to other reservation servers for processing, thus avoiding the problem in the related art that all reservation plans are stored in a reservation server and service transfer between multiple reservation servers cannot be achieved, and improving failure processing ability of the IPTV reservation system.

It should be understood by those skilled in the art that, the above each unit or step of the embodiments of the disclosure may be implemented by a universal computing device, and they may be centralized in a single computing device, or distributed in a network composed of multiple computing devices; alternatively, they may be implemented by a program code executable by the computing device, thus they may be stored in a storage device to be executed by the computing device; in a certain situation, the illustrated or described steps may be executed in a sequence different from that described here, or they may be separately made into various integrated circuit modules, or multiple modules or steps thereof may be made into a single integrated circuit module for implementation. In this way, the disclosure is not limited to any specific combination of hardware and software.

All those described are only preferred embodiments of the disclosure, and are not intended to limit the disclosure. With
regard to those skilled in the art, the disclosure may have various alternations or variations. Any modification, alternation, improvement, and so on within spirit and principle of the disclosure will be contained in the protection scope of the disclosure.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

The embodiments of the disclosure disclose an IPTV reservation system, and a reservation plan management method and device. When determining a reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of a DVR set top box according to an added reservation plan, the reservation server performs a conflict processing on the reservation plan to be added, solving the technical problem in the related art that the load of a reservation server is too heavy, and the failure processing ability of the IPTV reservation system is relatively weak, and reducing the load of the reservation server.

The invention claimed is:

1. An Interactive Personal/Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) reservation system, comprising a Digital Video Recorder (DVR) set top box, at least two reservation servers, and a shared storage server, wherein:
   the DVR set top box is a set top box having a local recording function and a recording ability, and is configured to initiate a reservation plan addition request, wherein the reservation plan addition request carries a reservation plan to be added, wherein a number of reservation plans can be simultaneously executed by the DVR set top box, which can be identified as the recording ability of the DVR set top box;
   the at least two reservation servers each is connected with the DVR set top box, and is configured to receive the reservation plan addition request initiated by the DVR set top box, and configured to obtain from the shared storage server added reservation plans which correspond to the DVR set top box and have been added by a user and to perform, when determining that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box according to the obtained added reservation plans, a conflict processing on the reservation plan to be added;
   and
   the shared storage server is connected to the at least two reservation servers, and is configured to store the added reservation plans which correspond to the DVR set top box and have been added by the user, wherein determining that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box according to the obtained added reservation plans comprising:
   determining, by one of the reservation servers, added reservation plans which involve a recording time coinciding with a recording time of the reservation plan to be added; and
   determining, by one of the reservation servers, that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box, after determining, according to the coincident added reservation plans, that the reservation plan to be added will exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box if the reservation plan to be added is added.

2. The system according to claim 1, further comprising an IPTV service system database, connected with the shared storage server and configured to store reservation plan data information and/or time stamp data synchronized to the IPTV service system database by the shared storage server.

3. A reservation plan management method, comprising:
   receiving, by a reservation server, a reservation plan addition request initiated by a Digital Video Recorder (DVR) set top box, wherein the reservation plan addition request carries a reservation plan to be added, wherein the DVR set top box is a set top box having a local recording function and a recording ability, wherein a number of reservation plans can be simultaneously executed by the DVR set top box, which can be identified as the recording ability of the DVR set top box;
   obtaining, by the reservation server, added reservation plans which correspond to the DVR set top box and have been added by a user from a shared storage server; and
   performing, by the reservation server, a conflict processing on the reservation plan to be added, when the reservation server determines that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box according to the obtained added reservation plans, wherein determining, by the reservation server, that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box according to the obtained added reservation plans comprising:
   determining, by the reservation server, added reservation plans which involve a recording time coinciding with a recording time of the reservation plan to be added; and
   determining, by the reservation server, that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box, after determining, according to the coincident added reservation plans, that the reservation plan to be added will exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box if the reservation plan to be added is added.
determining, by the reservation server, a priority order between each reservation plan in the set of the reservation plans and the reservation to be added; and when priority of the reservation plan to be added is higher than priority of one or more reservation plans in the set of the reservation plans, adding, by the reservation server, the reservation plan to be added, and deleting reservation plans having lowest priority one by one in sequence in the set of the reservation plans until the reservation plan to be added does not exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box, the method further comprising: after the reservation server receives the reservation plan addition request initiated by the DVR set top box and when the reservation server has a failure, selecting a reservation server which does not fail currently to respond to the reservation plan addition request, according to loads of reservation servers which do not fail currently.

4. The method according to claim 3, further comprising after the reservation server receives the reservation plan addition request initiated by the DVR set top box and determines that a time difference between current time and completion time of the reservation plan to be added is smaller than a predetermined threshold, notifying, by the reservation server, the DVR set top box of that the reservation plan to be added is not allowed to be added.

5. The method according to claim 3, wherein the reservation server determines the priority order between each reservation plan in the set of the reservation plans and the reservation plan to be added in accordance with at least one of following rules:

priority of a reservation plan of episodes is higher than priority of a reservation plan of series; and

priority of a reservation plan of an episode which is set earlier is higher than priority of a reservation plan of an episode which is set later.

6. The method according to claim 3, further comprising: after the reservation server adds the reservation plan to be added, generating, by the reservation server, corresponding reservation plan data information and/or time stamp data according to the added reservation plan, and synchronizing the generated reservation plan data information and/or the time stamp data to the shared storage server, wherein the time stamp data comprises time indicating addition of the reservation plan.

7. The method according to claim 6, further comprising: synchronizing, by the shared storage server, the reservation plan data information and/or the time stamp data to an Interactive Personal/Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) service system database, after the reservation server synchronizes the generated reservation plan data information and/or the time stamp data to the shared storage server.

8. The method according to claim 3, wherein the reservation plan to be added comprises a reservation plan of an episode.

9. A reservation server, comprising:

a receiving unit, configured to receive a reservation plan addition request initiated by a Digital Video Recorder (DVR) set top box, wherein the reservation plan addition request carries a reservation plan to be added, wherein the DVR set top box is a set top box having a local recording function and a recording ability, wherein a number of reservation plans can be simultaneously executed by the DVR set top box, which can be identified as the recording ability of the DVR set top box;

an obtaining unit, configured to obtain added reservation plans which corresponds to the DVR set top box and have been added by a user, from a shared storage server;

a determining unit, configured to trigger a conflict processing unit when determining the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box according to the obtained added reservation plans; and

the conflict processing unit, configured to perform a conflict processing on the reservation plan to be added, wherein the determining unit comprises a third determining sub-unit configured to determine added reservation plans which involve a recording time coinciding with a recording time of the reservation plan to be added; and a forth determining sub-unit, configured to determine that the reservation plan to be added exceeds the recording ability of the DVR set top box, after determining, according to the coincident added reservation plans, that the reservation plan to be added will exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box if the reservation plan to be added is added, wherein the conflict processing unit comprises:
a first processing sub-unit, configured to determine a set of reservation plans which make the reservation plan to be added exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box, in the coincident reservation plans;
a second processing sub-unit, configured to determine a priority order between each reservation plan in the set of the reservation plans and the reservation plan to be added; and

a third processing sub-unit, configured to, when priority of the reservation plan to be added is higher than priority of one or more reservation plans in the set of the reservation plans, add the reservation plan to be added, and delete the reservation plans having lowest priority one by one in sequence in the set of the reservation plans, until the reservation plan to be added does not exceed the recording ability of the DVR set top box, wherein after the reservation server receives the reservation plan addition request initiated by the DVR set top box and when the reservation server has a failure, selecting a reservation server which does not fail currently to respond to the reservation plan addition request, according to loads of reservation servers which do not fail currently.

10. The reservation server according to claim 9, wherein the determining unit comprises a first determining sub-unit, configured to trigger a second determining sub-unit when determining that a time difference between current time and completion time of the reservation plan to be added is smaller than a predetermined threshold; and

the second determining sub-unit, configured to notify the DVR set top box of that the reservation plan to be added is not allowed to be added.

11. The method according to claim 4, wherein the reservation plan to be added comprises a reservation plan of an episode.

* * * * *